LAWPCA
Lewiston, Maine 04240
Phone: (207) 782-0917

Revised: 12/14/18

Application for Temporary Permission to Discharge Wastes and Wastewater
to the Lewiston-Auburn Water Pollution Control Authority
1. Name of the Wastewater Generator (Company or Organization) Desiring to Discharge to the
public sewer system and the Lewiston-Auburn Water Pollution Control Authority
(LAWPCA):
_____________________________________________________________________
2. Name of the Site Operator (if different than generator, item 1):
______________________________________________________________________
3. Name of the Generator’s Authorized Representative:
______________________________________________________________________
4. Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
5. Telephone Number (local & cell): ___________________________________________
6. Telephone Number (corporate): _____________________________________________
7. Fax: ________________________ Email: ____________________________________
8. Location of proposed discharge (address): _____________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
9. Describe proposed discharge, including type of wastewater, source of wastewater, proposed
volume to be discharged (in gallons), duration of the discharge (in days), and hours of
discharge (e.g., 7:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.).
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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10. Describe proposed discharge point (e.g., manhole, sink drain, catch basin, or trucked to
LAWPCA): ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
11. Describe any planned pretreatment measures to reduce or eliminate pollutants from the
discharge: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
12. Describe how the proposed discharge shall be measured for rate of discharge (gallons per
minute) and total discharge to the sewer (in gallons): ____________________________
________________________________________________________________________
13. Describe results of any sampling done on the proposed discharge and attach copies of the
laboratory reports that include results of analysis and chain of custody form.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Please include any additional information that may be relevant to this application on a separate
sheet. Include chemical abstracts, SDS, etc.

Certification
I certify, under penalty of law, that the information contained in this document, and all attached
documents, was gathered and prepared by qualified individuals, and that the information, to the
best of my knowledge and belief, is true and accurate. I realize that there are significant
penalties, including fines and imprisonment, for submitting false information.

______________________________________________
Signature of authorized representative in item 3 above.
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______________________
Date.
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Attached to this application is the LAWPCA Temporary Permit Policy, which describes standard
conditions required in any temporary permit to be issued by the Authority.
In any temporary permit issued, the LAWPCA’s Superintendent may set permit conditions,
including but not limited to, requirements for:
(A) the Generator to sample and analyze the discharge on the first day of discharge, and at
specified intervals thereafter;
(B) the Generator to measure its discharge to the sewer system in a manner approved by the
Superintendent;
(C) the Generator to reimburse the LAWPCA for any analytical costs incurred by the
LAWPCA for any monitoring of the discharge, and the generator to reimburse the LAWPCA
or public sewer collection system operator for use of the public sewer system at a rate of
$2.00 per thousand gallons; and
(D) the Generator to pay a penalty or fine of $1,000 per violation per day of any of the
conditions of the temporary permit, including but not limited to effluent limits established in
the temporary permit.

Remit completed application and non-refundable application fee of $250, payable to the
LAWPCA, to:
Clayton M. Richardson, P. E.
Superintendent
Lewiston-Auburn Water Pollution Control Authority
P.O. Box 1928
Lewiston, Maine 04241-1928
Or, to expedite the process, arrangements can be made to have items (remit application
and non-refundable application fee of $250, payable to the LAWPCA,) hand delivered to
the LAWPCA.
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